Our Polish program has been exceptionally successful over the past decade, and it continues to grow. Language courses are the core, with offerings including First, Second, Third, and Fourth Year Polish. U-M is thus the only American university to offer four levels of Polish every year. Ewa Malachowska-Pasek and Piotr Westwalewicz have been our Polish instructors for many years, making Polish language classes rewarding and enjoyable. For more information go to our web site, www.lsa.umich.edu/slavic/ or email slavic@umich.edu.

**Typical Fall Term Offerings***

Polish 121 (4 credits)  
M-Th, 1-2 p.m.  
This introductory course presents basic grammatical information and vocabulary. The course is geared toward active language use through oral drills and conversational practice. Conversations and discussions include a cultural component to familiarize students with both Polish language and the culture.

Polish 221 (4 credits)  
M-Th, 10-11 a.m.  
The focus of this course is to develop practical communication skills: speaking, listening, reading and writing. Grammatical material is presented in authentic cultural context, with regular use of contemporary Polish film, literature, mass media and music.

Polish 321 (3 credits)  
M/W, 2:30-4 p.m.  
The course contents covers the following range of issues: film, sports, books & reading, history, education, nature & environment, and science & technology. The course materials are excerpted from literary texts (prose, poetry, drama), press clippings, scientific papers, films and recordings, and Polish games and quizzes. This course is taught in Polish.

Polish 421 (1-4 credits)  
ARR  
The focus of this course is to develop practical conversation skills. Students are expected to participate in discussions on contemporary cultural, social and political issues. Extensive use is made of Polish film, literature, mass media and music.

*See LSA course guide for complete schedule, www.lsa.umich.edu/cg